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We consider deconvolving bivariate irregular densities supported on the circum-
ference of the unit circle. The errors are bivariate, and the observations are
available on the plane. Assuming that the estimated density is smooth on the circle,
we compute exact asymptotics of the minimax risks and develop asymptotically
optimal estimators for the case of normal errors. The proposed estimators are
automatically sharp minimax adaptive over a wide collection of smoothness classes.
It is shown that the same rates of convergence hold for a variety of different types
of error distributions. The interesting feature of the problem is that the optimal
rates of convergence do not depend on the error distribution and are determined
essentially by the problem geometry. © 2001 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Density deconvolution problems arise in a wide variety of applications
when direct observations are not available. The basic model is as follows.
We wish to estimate the unknown density of the random variable Y using
independent observations Z1, ..., Zn from the model
Z=Y+e,
where e is the additive independent of Y error with known density. This
problem is a subject of considerable literature under smoothness conditions
on the densities of Y and e. Deconvolution on the real line has been
treated, for example, in Carrol and Hall (1988), Zhang (1990), Fan (1991a),
Fan (1991b). Masry (1991) considers multivariate probability density
deconvolution, and van Rooij and Ruymgaart (1991) and Healy et al.
(1998) deal with deconvolution on the circle and the sphere.
In this paper we focus on the case when Y and e are bivariate random
variables, and Y has a singular distribution on the plane with mass con-
centrated on the circumference of the unit circle. In other words, weassume that Y=exp{ih}, i=`−1, where h is a random variable with
unknown density f on [0, 2p), and the density of e is known and defined
on the plane C=R
2. The goal is to estimate f from the observations
Zt=exp{iht}+et, t=1, ..., n. (1)
The outlined problem is motivated by analysis of circular structural
relationships which are common when fitting circles to the experimental
data. In such problems the goal is to estimate the center and the radius of a
circle from noisy observations: given independent complex-valued
observations Z1, ..., Zn from the model
Zt=c+r exp{iht}+et, t=1, ..., n (2)
one wishes to estimate c ¥ C and r >0 . The difficulty of such problems
stems from the fact that usually the actual angles {ht} are not observable.
If {ht} are assumed to be unknown deterministic constants then (2) repre-
sents the circular functional model (Chan 1965). Alternatively, {ht} can be
a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with unknown distribution which is
regarded as an infinite dimensional nuisance parameter. This situation is
referred to as the circular structural model (Anderson 1981). Identifiability
of the circular structural model has been studied in Anderson (1981); for
related results and applications we refer to Berman and Culpin (1986) and
Berman (1989). It has been shown in the cited papers that consistency of
some natural estimates of the center and the radius depends heavily on dis-
tribution of the sampled points along the circle. Specifically, the consis-
tency results of Berman and Culpin (1986) apply essentially to antipodally
symmetric distributions of angles. This raises important questions of con-
sistency and accuracy of estimators for general classes of (not necessarily
antipodally symmetric) angle distributions. From this point of view, esti-
mating an unknown density on the circle from noisy indirect observations
on the plane can be viewed as a step in analysis of the circular structural
relationships.
We apply the nonparametric minimax approach to the outlined estima-
tion problem. According to this approach, we assume that the estimated
density f belongs to a family F of smooth densities, and accuracy of an
estimator is measured by its worst-case behavior over the family. Let f ˆ be
an estimate of f based on the observations (1); then its estimation accuracy
is measured by the maximal risk
R[f ˆ; F]=sup
f ¥ F
Ef ||f ˆ−f| |
2,
where || · || is the standard norm on L2(0, 2p). The minimax risk is defined by
R
g[n; F]=inf
f ˆ
R[f ˆ; F],
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interested in developing asymptotically optimal estimates f ˆ for which
R[f ˆ; F]=R
g[n; F](1+o(1)), n Q ..
In this paper we will focus on the following two classes of smooth densities
W b(L)=3f ¥ L2(0, 2p):2 p C
.
k=−.
|fk|
2 |k|
2b [ L
24, b >
1
2
Ac(L)=3f ¥ L2(0, 2p):2 p C
.
k=−.
|fk|
2 e
2ck [ L
24, c >0 ,
where
fk=
1
2p
F
2p
0
f(h)e
ikh dh,k ¥ Z (3)
are the Fourier coefficients of f with respect to the trigonometric basis.
Both W b(L) and Ac(L) constitute ellipsoids in L2(0, 2p) with polynomially
and exponentially decreasing semi-axes respectively. If b is integer then
W b(L) contains all periodic on [0, 2p] functions satisfying >
2p
0 |f
(b)(x)|
2
dx [ L
2.
It is well-known that the following two factors determine estimation
accuracy in the standard density deconvolution problem: (i) smoothness of
the density to be estimated, (ii) smoothness of the error density. The
smoother the error density, the slower the optimal rate of convergence. It is
convenient to quantify smoothness in the Fourier domain through the tail
behavior of the corresponding characteristic function. Thus, thinner tails of
the error characteristic function result in slower rates of convergence. In
contrast to this, in our problem we will show that behavior of the minimax
risk does not depend on the error density. In particular, under mild condi-
tions on the characteristic function of the error e the best attainable
convergence rates over the families W b(L) and Ac(L) equal (ln ln n/ln n)
b
and exp{−2c ln n/ln ln n} respectively. For the case of normal errors we
develop orthogonal series estimators that are asymptotically optimal, and
compute exact asymptotics of the minimax risks. The proposed estimators
are fully data-driven and do not use any a priori information on param-
eters of the classes W b(L) and Ac(L). Thus the estimators are automatically
sharp minimax adaptive with respect to the scales of the above classes. A
rather unusual feature in deconvolving density of a circular random vari-
able from noisy plane observations is that the optimal rates of convergence
do not depend on the error distribution. This gives some suggestions as to
what could hold in indirect estimation of an irregular density even if its
singular support is completely specified.
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In this section for convenience we collect some results from the theory of
Bessel functions which will be used in the sequel. All these results are found
in Watson (1966).
(i) The Bessel function of the order k=0, ±1, ±2, ... can be
represented as
Jk(z)= C
.
m=0
(−1)
m (z/2)
k+2m
m! (k+m)!
,z ¥ C. (4)
(ii) It follows from (4) that
J−k(z)=(−1)
k Jk(z), k=1, 2, ... . (5)
(iii) For any z ¥ C and k \ 0
|Jk(z)| [
|z|
k
2
kk!
exp3 |z|
2
4(k+1)4 [
|z|
k
2
kk!
exp3|z|
2
4 4. (6)
(iv) For any z ¥ C and k ¥ Z
Jk(z)=
1
2p
F
2p
0
exp{−izsin(h)} e
ikh dh, (7)
and exp{−izsin(h)}=;
.
k=−. Jk(z) e
−ikh.
(v) The Bessel functions Jk(z), k=1, 2, ... have a countable number
of positive zeros, all simple except of z=0. The functions Jk(z) and Jk+m(z)
have no common zeros, other than the origin, for all positive integer values
of m. The positive zeros of Jk(z) are interlaced with those of Jk+1(z).
(vi) The modified Bessel functions of the order k=0, ±1, ±2, ...
are defined by Ik(z)=i
−kJk(iz), z ¥ C and
Ik(z)= C
.
m=0
(z/2)
k+2m
m! (k+m)!
,z ¥ C.
(vii) For any z ¥ C
Ik(z)=
1
2p
F
2p
0
exp{z cos(h)} cos(kh)d h,k ¥ Z,
and exp{z cos(h)}=I0(z)+2 ;
.
k=1 Ik(z) cos(kh).
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In this section we construct an orthogonal series estimator for density f
of the random variables {ht} using i.i.d. observations Z1,... ,Z n from
the model (1). In what follows Z, h and e stand for generic variables
obeying (1).
Let O·,·P be the standard inner product on C: Ot, gP=(Rt)(Rg)+
(It)(Ig), where R and I denote real and imaginary parts of a complex
number respectively. Let YZ(X)=E exp{iOZ, XP} and Ye(X)=E exp{iOe,X P}
be the characteristic functions of random variables Z and e. For X=
re
if ¥ C we write YZ(X)=YZ(r, f) and Ye(X)=Ye(r, f). Assuming that
Ye(X) does not vanish for any X ¥ R
2 we have
Lr(f): = Y
−1
e (r, f) YZ(r, f)=E exp{irOe
if,e
ihP}
=E exp{ir cos(h−f)}=F
2p
0
f(h) exp{ir cos(f−h)} dh. (8)
Observe that Lr(f) can be estimated from the data (1) for every r>0and
f ¥ [0, 2p). The standard estimator L ˆ
r(f) of Lr(f) is given by
L ˆ
r(f)=Y
−1
e (r, f)
1
n
C
n
t=1
exp{irOZt,e
ifP}. (9)
Lemma 1. Suppose Ye(X) does not vanish for any X ¥ R
2; then
E |L ˆ
r(f)−Lr(f)|
2 [ 4| Ye(r, f)|
−2 n
−1, -r>0 , f ¥ [0, 2p). (10)
Proof. First, note that |Lr(f)| [ 1 for all r>0and f ¥ [0, 2p). Further,
E |L ˆ
r(f)−Lr(f)|
2
=|Ye(r, f)|
−2 E:1
n
C
n
t=1
(exp{irOZt,e
ifP}−E exp{irOZt,e
ifP}):
2
=|Ye(r, f)|
−2 n
−1E |exp{irOZt,e
ifP}−E exp{irOZt,e
ifP}|
2
[ 4| Ye(r, f)|
−2 n
−1.
The lemma is proved. L
Our problem reduces to the following deconvolution problem. We wish
to solve f, given the approximate equality L ˆ
r(f) % Lr(f)=(Krf)(f),
where the operator Kr: L2(0, 2p) W L2(0, 2p) is given by
(Krf)(f)=F
2p
0
f(h) exp{ir cos(f−h)} dh. (11)
364 ALEXANDER GOLDENSHLUGERThis formulation is in the framework of the general approach to inverse
problems in statistics (Ruymgaart 1993). Observe that operator Kr does not
depend on the error distribution. In addition, due to Lemma 1 accuracy at
which Lr(f) can be estimated at fixed r>0and f ¥ [0, 2p) depends on the
error distribution only through the constant factor |Ye(r, f)|
−2. This
suggests that when estimating f, the error distribution does not affect the
rates of convergence.
It follows from (7) and (5) that
exp{ir cos(f)}= C
.
k=−.
i
kJk(r) e
−ikf=J0(r)+2 C
.
k=1
i
kJk(r) cos(kf),
whereJk(·)istheBesselfunctionoforderk.Thus,{i
kJk(r)}k ¥ Z aretheFourier
coefficients of exp(ir cos(·)). Let {lk(r)}k ¥ Z be the Fourier coefficients of
the function Lr(·), i.e.
lk(r)=
1
2p
F
2p
0
Lr(f)e
ikf df,k ¥ Z. (12)
Then it follows from (8) that for all r>0
lk(r)=2pi
kfkJk(r), k ¥ Z, (13)
where {fk}k ¥ Z are the Fourier coefficients of the function f [see (3)].
These considerations motivate the following construction. For fixed r>0
the coefficients lk(r), k ¥ Z can be estimated from the data using (12) and
(9). Then estimates of the Fourier coefficients fk of the density f can be
constructed using relationship (13). Note that (13) holds for any r>0 , and
r is a free parameter to be chosen. In general, r can be dependent on k.I n
this case we have a sequence {rk} of values where rk is used to estimate the
corresponding coefficients lk(rk) and fk. Alternatively, the same value of r
can be used in order to estimate lk(r) and fk for all k. This is possible due
to the fact (v) from Section 2 because one can choose r in such a way that
the values Jk(r) do not vanish for all k ¥ Z. In this case Lr(f) is estimated
with the parametric rate [cf. (10)].
For our purposes the following choice will be sufficient. Define
rk=2k
1/2, k ¥ Z; then by definition
Jk(rk)= C
.
m=0
(−1)
m (k
1/2)
k+2m
m! (m+k)!
=
k
k/2
k! 11−
k
1! (k+1)
+
k
2
2! (k+1)(k+2)
−···2 \
k
k/2
k! (k+1)
. (14)
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k/2[k! (k+1)]
−1. Denote
l ˆ
k :=l ˆ
k(rk)=
1
2p
F
2p
0
L ˆ
rk(f)e
ikf df,k ¥ Z, (15)
where L ˆ
r(f) is given by (9). Define
f ˆ
0=
1
2p
,f ˆ
k=
1
2p
(−1)
k i
kl ˆ
kJ
−1
k (rk), k=±1, ±2, ... (16)
and
f ˆ(h)= C
|k| [ N
f ˆ
ke
−ikh, (17)
where N is a positive integer number to be chosen. Thus f ˆ is an orthogonal
series estimator, and N is the smoothing parameter of the estimate.
4. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we study properties of the orthogonal series estimator
defined by (9) and (15)–(17) under different assumptions on the error
distribution.
4.1. Deconvolution when the Errors Are Normal
We use the following assumption.
Assumption 1. The error e is a bivariate normal vector with zero mean
and covariance matrix s
2I.
In this case f ˆ is defined by (9) and (15)–(17) with Ye(r, f)=
exp{−s
2r
2/2}. The next two theorems establish exact asymptotics of the
minimax risk over the classes W b(L) and Ac(L).
Theorem 1. Let Assumption 1 hold. Let f ˆ
w denote the estimate defined
by (9), (15)–(17), and
N=Nw=# ln n
ln ln n11−
1
ln ln ln n2$. (18)
Then
R[f ˆ
w;W b(L)]=R
g[n; W b(L)](1+o(1))
=L
21ln ln n
ln n 2
2b
(1+o(1)), n Q .. (19)
366 ALEXANDER GOLDENSHLUGERTheorem 2. Let Assumption 1 hold. Let f ˆ
a denote the estimate defined
by (9), (15)–(17), and
N=Na=# ln n
ln ln n11−
2s
2
ln ln n2$. (20)
Then
R[f ˆ
a;A c(L)]=R
g[n; Ac(L)](1+o(1))
=L
2 exp3−2c1 ln n
ln ln n24(1+o(1)), n Q .. (21)
Proofs are given in the Appendix.
Remarks. 1. The estimators f ˆ
w and f ˆ
a are asymptotically optimal
over the classes W b(L) and Ac(L) respectively. It is seen from the proofs
that the optimal constants are determined by behavior of the ‘‘bias’’ com-
ponent of the error. This shows a degenerate character of the results in that
the asymptotic distribution of properly normalized L2-errors of the optimal
estimates is degenerate. Other results on exact asymptotics of minimax
risks for density deconvolution are also of this type (Efromovich 1997).
2. The optimal smoothing parameters Nw and Na do not depend on
parameters of the classes W b(L) and Ac(L). Thus both f ˆ
w and f ˆ
a are data-
driven orthogonal series estimators that are sharp adaptive with respect to
the scales of the above classes. Note also that any constant greater than 2s
2
can be taken in (20) instead of 2s
2.
3. In the standard density deconvolution the optimal rates of con-
vergence depend on smoothness of the error distribution. Specifically, the
optimal rate of convergence in deconvolving an univariate density from
W b(L) in the model with normal errors is equal to (ln n)
−b. This is a direct
consequence of the Gaussian kernel properties. In contrast to these results,
we have the rates of convergence that are determined essentially by the
properties of the convolution kernel in (11). Below we will show that the
same rates of convergence as in Theorems 1 and 2 hold for a variety of
different types of error distributions.
4. The rates of the (ln ln n/ln n) type for the classes W b(L) have been
appeared in some discrete density demixing models [cf. Zhang (1995),
Hengartner (1997)]. The rates in (21) are faster than O((ln n)
−d) and slower
than O(n
−d) for any d >0 .
4.2. Deconvolution for General Errors
The upper bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 hold true for a variety of different
types of error distributions.
DENSITY DECONVOLUTION IN THE CIRCLE 367Assumption 2. There exist positive real numbers C and a such that
min
X: |X| [ v
|Ye(X)| \ C exp{−av
2}, -v>0 . (22)
Assumption 2 controls the rate at which the absolute value of the
characteristic function Ye(·) may decrease. Note that inequality (22) need
not be tight, i.e. tails of |Ye(·)|may decay at a slower rate.
Theorem 3. Let Assumption 2 hold. Let f ˆ
w denote the estimate defined
by (9), (15)–(18). Then
R[f ˆ
w;W b(L)] [ L
21ln ln n
ln n 2
2b
(1+o(1)), n Q ..
Let f ˜
a denote the estimate defined by (9), (15)–(17), and
N=N ˜
a=# ln n
ln ln n11−
8a
ln ln n2$.
Then
R[f ˜
a;A c(L)] [ L
2 exp3−2c1 ln n
ln ln n24(1+o(1)), n Q ..
Proof is given in the Appendix.
The theorem shows that the same upper bounds on the risk as in
Theorems 1 and 2 hold for a wide variety of error distributions obeying
Assumption 2. In other words, error distribution does not affect the
optimal rates of convergence. This is in contrast to the standard density
deconvolution problem where the optimal convergence rate depends on the
error distribution. Although Assumption 2 looks very similar to assump-
tions used in standard density deconvolution with supersmooth errors
(Efromovich 1997), it plays a different role in our context. We need some
minimal conditions on decay of Ye(·)in order to ensure that Lr(f) may be
estimated accurately enough under our choice rk=2k
1/2 [cf. (10)]. In this
sense (22) is necessary for upper bounds on the risk of the estimates f ˆ
w
and f ˜
a. A question arises whether Assumption 2 can be relaxed without
changing the rates of convergence. It turns out that if one is interested
in rate optimal estimation over the classes W b(L) then Assumption 2
can be dropped. The remedy is in other choice of the sequence {rk} in the
estimator construction. We explore this below.
368 ALEXANDER GOLDENSHLUGERConsider the estimator given by (9) and (15)–(17) with rk=2, -k ¥ Z.
Note that by definition
Jk(2)=
1
k!11−
1
k+1
+
1
2(k+1)(k+2)
−···2 \ (2k!)
−1.
Thus |Jk(2)| is bounded away from zero for all k ¥ Z so that the estimator
is well-defined. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Suppose Ye(X) does not vanish for all X ¥ R
2. Let f ˜
w stand
for the estimator defined by (9) and (15)–(17) with rk=2, -k ¥ Z, and N
given by
N=N ˜
w=# ln n
2 ln ln n11−
1
ln ln ln n2$. (23)
Then
R[f ˜
w;W b(L)] [ L
212 ln ln n
ln n 2
2b
(1+o(1)), n Q ..
Proof is given in the Appendix.
Theorem 4 shows that the optimal rate of convergence as in (19) can be
achieved for any error distribution having non-vanishing characteristic
function.
5. DISCUSSION
Circular structural models refer to estimating a singular circular support
of an irregular probability density on the plane from noisy observations. In
this case the density itself is an infinite dimensional nuisance parameter.
Assuming that the circular support is known, our results are pessimistic
suggesting that it is difficult to deconvolve effectively density of a circular
random variable from noisy data. An important feature of the problem is
that this difficulty is due to the problem geometry and does not depend on
the error distribution. This suggests that estimating singular densities from
noisy data may be difficult even if their singular support is completely
specified.
Lower bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 apply to the case when the error
distribution is known imperfectly. For example, variance s
2 of the normal
distribution can be unknown. Such a parameter can be estimated consis-
tently with the parametric rate. Then splitting the sample into two parts we
can estimate the error distribution, and then to replace the true error
DENSITY DECONVOLUTION IN THE CIRCLE 369density by its estimated version. This will not affect the rates of conver-
gence, since estimates of f converge at a considerably slower rate.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1. We bound the risk R[f ˆ;W b(L)] from above, and
build a lower bound on the minimax risk R
g[n; W b(L)].
1. Proof of the upper bound. We have
E ||f ˆ−f| |
2=2pE C
|k| [ N
(f ˆ
k −f k)
2+2p C
|k| > N
|fk|
2. (24)
Recall that under Assumption 1, Ye(X)=exp{s
2 |X|
2/2}. Using (15) and
Lemma 1 we obtain for any k
E |l ˆ
k −lk|
2 [
1
2p
F
2p
0
E |L ˆ
rk(f)−Lrk(f)|
2 df [
4
n
exp{s
2r
2
k}.
Hence by (14) and Stirling’s formula
E C
|k| [ N
|f ˆ
k −f k|
2=2 C
N
k=1
E |l ˆ
k −lk|
2 |Jk(rk)|
−2
[
8
n
C
N
k=1
exp{s
2r
2
k}
(k+1)
2 (k!)
2
k
k
[ 16p exp{2s
2N}(N+1)
4 N
Ne
−2Nn
−1. (25)
Since f ¥ W b(L), we have ;|k| > N |fk|
2 [ (2p)
−1 L
2N
−2b. It is easily checked
that for large n under the choice N=Nw given by (18), the ‘‘variance’’ term
on the RHS of (25) is at most of the order
O1exp3−
ln n
ln ln ln n
[1−o(1)]42
which is dominated by the order of the ‘‘bias’’ term (2p)
−1 L
2N
−2b
w . Then
(24) implies
sup
f ¥ W b(L)
E ||f ˆ−f| |
2 [ L
21ln ln n
ln n 2
2b
(1+o(1)), n Q . (26)
and the upper bound follows.
370 ALEXANDER GOLDENSHLUGER2. Proof of the lower bound. The proof is based on finding a pair of
densities f
n
1, f
n
−1 ¥ W b(L) with large | |·| |-distance and close distributions of
the observations. We use the standard technique for deriving lower bounds
in nonparametric estimation problems [cf., e.g., Korostelev and Tsybakov
(1993, Ch. 2)].
Fix a positive integer number N and define a pair of densities on [0, 2p) by
f
n
j(h)=
1
2p
±
1
`p
LN
−b cos(Nh), j ¥ {−1, 1}. (27)
It is easily verified that f
n
1,f
n
−1 ¥ W b(L). Furthermore,
s
2
n :=||f
n
1 −f
n
−1||
2=
4
p
L
2N
−2b F
2p
0
cos
2(Nh)d h=4L
2N
−2b. (28)
Let f ˆ be an estimate of f; then
sup
f ¥ W b(L)
Ef ||f ˆ−f| |
2 \ sup
f ¥ {f
n
1,f
n
−1}
Ef ||f ˆ−f| |
2
\
s
2
n
4
sup
f ¥ {f
n
1,f
n
−1}
Pf3||f ˆ−f| |\
sn
24. (29)
Our current goal is to bound the probability on the RHS of (29) from
below.
Let g1 and g−1 denote densities of the random variable Z associated with
distributions f
n
1 and f
n
−1 respectively. Similarly, g
én
1 and g
én
−1 stand for the
densities corresponding to the distribution of n independent observations
Z1,... ,Z n from g1 and g−1. Let H
2(·,·) denote the Hellinger distance
between densities. It follows from Proposition 2.3.8 in Korostelev and
Tsybakov (1993) that the probability on the RHS (29) is lower bounded by
exp{−2H
2(g
én
1 ,g
én
−1 )}. The goal of the following is to show that N can be
chosen in such a way that the last expression equals 1−o(1) as n Q ., and
f
n
1 and f
n
−1 are still in W b(L).
We have
gj(z)=
1
2ps
2 F
2p
0
f
n
j(h) exp3−
|z−e
ih|
2
2s
2 4 dh,j ¥ {−1, 1},
where f
n
j, j ¥ {1, −1} are defined in (27). Consider the following distance
o
2(g1,g −1) between g1 and g−1 which is a close relative to Peasron’s
chi-squared distance:
o
2(g1,g −1)=
1
2
F
R
2
|g1(z)−g−1(z)|
2
g1(z)+g−1(z)
dz.
DENSITY DECONVOLUTION IN THE CIRCLE 371This distance provides tight bounds on the Hellinger distance: H
2 [ o
2 [
2H
2 [cf. Le Cam (1986, p. 48)]. Writing z=|z| e
in we have in our case
2o
2(g1,g −1)=(ps)
−2 L
2N
−2b F
R
2 exp3−
|z|
2+1
2s
2 4
×
[>
2p
0 cos(Nh) exp{|z| s
−2 cos(n−h)} dh]
2
>
2p
0 exp{|z| s
−2 cos(n−h)} dh
dz.
The integrals on the RHS are easily evaluated using (vii) from Section 2:
F
2p
0
exp3|z|
s
2 cos(n−h)4 dh=2pI0(|z| s
−2)
F
2p
0
cos(Nh) exp3|z|
s
2 cos(n−h)4 dh=2pIN(|z| s
−2) cos(Nn).
Thus,
2o
2(g1,g −1)
[ (ps)
−2 L
2N
−2b F
R
2 exp3−
|z|
2+1
2s
2 4 2p |IN(|z| s
−2)|
2
I0(|z| s
−2)
cos
2(Nn)d z
[
2
ps
2 L
2N
−2b F
2p
0
F
.
0
t exp3−
t
2+1
2s
2 4 |IN(ts
−2)|
2
I0(ts
−2)
cos
2(Nn)d td n
[
2L
2N
−2b exp{−(2s
2)
−1}
s
4N+22
N(N!)
2 F
.
0
t
2N+1 exp3−
t
2
2s
2+
t
2
4s
4(N+1)4 dt,
where the second inequality is an immediate consequence of (6). For large
N the last integral can be bounded from above by the corresponding
moment of the normal distribution. The simple algebraic calculations
lead to
2o
2(g1,g −1) [ 4L
2N
−2b exp{−(2s
2)
−1} s
−2N−1(N!)
−1.
Therefore
H
2(g
én
1 ,g
én
−1 ) [ nH
2(g1,g −1) [ 2L
2N
−2b exp{−(2s
2)
−1}n
s
2N+1N!
. (30)
Choosing
N=Nn=# ln n
ln ln n11+
1
ln ln ln n2$ (31)
372 ALEXANDER GOLDENSHLUGERwe see that for large n
N
−2bs
−2N−1(N!)
−1 n £ exp3−
ln n
ln ln ln n
(1−o(1))4
and exp{−2H
2(g
én
1 ,g
én
−1 )}=1−o(1) as n Q .. This along with (29) and
(28) implies
inf
f ˆ
sup
f ¥ W b(L)
Ef ||f ˆ−f| |
2 \ L
21ln ln n
ln n 2
2b
(1−o(1)), n Q .. (32)
Combining (32) and (26) we obtain (19). This completes the proof. L
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof goes along the same lines as the proof
of Theorem 1. We omit the proof outlining the main differences with the
proof of Theorem 1.
1. Proof of the upper bound. The same upper bound (25) on the
‘‘variance’’ term holds. As for the ‘‘bias’’ term in this case we have
;|k| > N |fk|
2 [ (2p)
−1 L
2e
−2cN. It is easily verified that for N=Nn given by
(20) the order of the ‘‘variance’’ term in (25) is at most
exp3−
ln n(ln ln ln n)
ln ln n
[1−o(1)]4
° (2p)
−1 L
2 exp3−2c1 ln n
ln ln n24,n Q ..
This implies the upper bound.
2. Proof of the lower bound. The following pair of densities from Ac(L)
is considered
f
n
j(h)=
1
2p
±
1
`p
Le
−cN cos(Nh), j ¥ {−1, 1},
where N is a positive integer number to be chosen. In this case
s
2
n=4L
2e
−2cN. The same upper bound (30) on the Hellinger distance
H
2(g
én
1 ,g
én
−1 ) holds, and the same choice of N [cf. (31)] is made. This
yields the result. L
DENSITY DECONVOLUTION IN THE CIRCLE 373Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is similar to the proof of the upper
bounds in Theorem 1. Note that due to Assumption 2 we have the following
upper bound on the ‘‘variance’’ term [cf. (25)]:
E C
|k| [ N
|f ˆ
k −f k|
2 [
4
n
C
|k| [ N
|Ye(2k
1/2, f)|
−2 |Jk(rk)|
−2
[
8
C
2n
C
N
k=1
exp{8ak}
(k+1)
2 (k!)
2
k
k
[ 16pC
−2 exp{8aN}(N+1)
4 N
Ne
−2Nn
−1.
Other details of the proof remain unchanged. L
Proof of Theorem 4. Again the proof is the same as for the upper
bound of Theorem 1. The only difference is the order of the ‘‘variance’’
term. In this case the ‘‘variance’’ term is bounded from above as follows:
E C
|k| [ N
|f ˆ
k −f k|
2 [ 8 max
0 [ f <2 p
{|Ye(2, f)|
−2}n
−1 C
N
k=1
|Jk(2)|
−2
[ 16 max
0 [ f <2 p
{|Ye(2, f)|
−2} N(N!)
2 n
−1.
Using Stirling’s formula and choosing N as in (23) we complete the
proof. L
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